Bicycle Review:

2012 Charge Mixer City Bike
Urban Commuter Outfitted With Techno-Sweet Gear
An 11-Speed “Maintenance Free” Shimano Alfine Internal Hub With
Dual Hydraulic Disc Brakes Define this Exhilarating Ride!
www.PerformanceBike.com
By Bruce Pechman, The Muscleman of Technology®
www.mrbicep.com

Summary:


Responsive road handling, fantastic braking, comfort, make this a great commuter bike

 Shimano’s newly released 11-speed “maintenance free” hub shifts like a dream


Charge Bike’s solid engineering choices result in a “Dual-Fender” urban bike under 30lbs.

Get Off the Treadmill & Get Biking
I go to the gym 6 days a week and always see the same folks doing the identical routine
on the treadmill or elliptical machines. What’s wrong with this picture? One, they always
look despondent and two, they never seem to change—it’s like a death sentence! Why
not break the routine up, smell the fresh cut grass, and see the world in a whole new
perspective? In short, get out of your rut and try bicycling for a little cardio fitness. I hate
doing cardio as much as anyone. But I’m The Muscleman of Technology and I have a
reputation to maintain—after all, my physique has to look better than most mortals!

Why Performance Bicycle?
My goal was to purchase a bike from a company that has a major “on-line” presence with
an abundance of retail stores. I’m not a bike mechanic, and I like the added support of
going into a store for questions, service or adjustments. I think I made a wise choice as it
turns out Performance Bicycle is the No. 1 independent bicycle retailer in the U.S. (over
100 stores in 18 states)! They offer great prices because they are huge and have several
of their own bicycle related products under the Performance Inc. brand name. They even
have an in-house design team that makes their own bicycle apparel. This brings me to
why I selected my 2012 Charge Mixer City Bike. There are actually 2 reasons...first I was
looking for a sort of “TechySexy” (I made that word up) Urban Commuter Bike that had
performance lineage, and second I wanted a fantastic price. It just so happens that the
2012 Charge Mixer was on sale per their web site for $500 off list price making it a no
brainer for me at an $1,199 sale price. I should also mention that when you buy from
Performance Bicycle you’ll get lifetime free adjustments (this is a 25 point basic tune-up
that includes brake and gear adjustments and more), 90 day low price match guarantee,
and a 100% satisfaction guarantee—if the bike doesn’t meet your expectations,
Performance Bicycle will replace it, or give you a refund, whatever you prefer. I chose an
optional service Performance Bicycle offers called “Spin Doctor Pro Bike Build”...I had
my Charge Mixer fully assembled and delivered right to my door for $99 (see pics
above). You just attach the front wheel and seat post.
Spin Doctor is the name of Performance Bicycle’s service department and they go
through a fairly comprehensive checklist of 51 items you’ll receive with your bike should
you select this option. Check out the pic below of all documentation and touch-up paint
included!
Stay away from my new sweet ride

Documentation: you get it all!

Evaluating the 2012 Charge Mixer City Bike
I’ll bet you’ve never heard of the brand “Charge Bikes”. I didn’t either until I went to
www.performancebike.com and called their 800 number to find out the deets on the 2012
Charge Mixer City bike. Charge Bikes (www.chargebikes.com) is a big bike
manufacturer in the UK, BUT...the only place you can buy them here in the states is from
Performance Bicycle! That will explain the oval “GB” decal on the frame. My Mixer
City Bike arrived in great shape except for two minor things that kind of bugged me.
One, the front fender was rattling like a
band of soda cans hanging off a just
married jalopy, and second, the mustard
colored cheap plastic chain guard made
the whole bike feel shameful (robbed it
of that uber cool sexy look). Needless to
say image is everything to Mr. Bicep, so
off came the chain guard, and it was
only the 2 side mount screws needing to
be tightened to solve the case of the
rattling front fender. Speaking of looks,
the speckled black paint job shows hints
of purple flecks in the sunlight,
sweetness to the max (see the purple specs above and shiny new disc brakes...yum)!
The second you take the 2012 Charge Mixer City Bike out for the first time you’ll fall in
love with the responsive handling, silky-smooth 11-Speed “Maintenance Free” Shimano
Alfine Internal Hub (no ugly derailleur needed), and all-weather stopping powered by
front & rear Shimano M445 hydraulic disc brakes.

It’s simple to tell what gear you’re currently in by glancing at the windowed indicator
display. Everything about the Charge Mixer screams performance including the high
performance Alex Rims doubled-wall alloy 6061-T6 aircraft quality aluminum! When
you consider the type of hardware Charge designed on the Mixer—front & rear matching
fenders, Alex Rims, the 11-Speed Alfine Internal Hub, Tange Prestige seamless doublebutted Chromoly frame, dual hydraulic disc brakes...and the Mixer still weighs about 28
pounds, that’s very impressive! If I could make two suggestions to make the Charge
Mixer bike even better, it would be to add an adjustable stem to give the rider the option
to raise or lower the handlebars, and go with a Gates composite belt drive (instead of a
metal chain) to make the entire bike 100% maintenance free!

In summary, I would highly encourage any prospective bicyclist to check out or test drive
the 2012 Charge Mixer City bike before making their next bicycle buying descion. Now
if you’ll excuse me, I’ll be cruising down to the gym to show off my new wheels!

For more information about either the Performance Bicycle Company or the 2012 Charge
Mixer City bike, including options, store locations, and accessories, be sure to visit their
web site at www.performancebike.com.
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